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TEXT: Matthew 14:14"As he went ashore he saw a great throng; and he had
v< : . compassion on them, and healed their aiek.B

:.-: In one of his western movies, John Wayne berates a young cavalry
lieutenant, saying, "Never apologize, Mister. It's a sign of weakness." Now, I like
John Wayne, but I disagree with him on that And I want to begin this morning's
sermon with not one, but two apologies. First of all, I would like to apologize to
those of you who might have been confused by. last week's Congrefationalist. I do
not know how many people look to see what the following Sunday's scripture and
sermon are going to be, but those who did so last week must certainly have been
surprised to see that I was preaching on the one hundred fifty fourth chapter of
Matthew.

That chapter, of course, exists only in the strange world of typographical
s errors. As you heard a moment ago, it was supposed to be chapter fourteen, but

apparently, as I was making up my sermon schedule, I hit two keys oh my
' computer at the same time, and got one hundred fifty four instead.

The second apology is for choosing a scripture reading that begins in the
middle of the story. The whole story is very long, however, and the verses I chose

.seemed to be a more appropriate length. Still, to understand what those verses are
; a^l about, we really need to look at them in context. The passage begins with the

•{, }wonjs: ?Nowrwhen,Jesus heard this, he withdrew from there1 in a boat to a lonely
Hllp|afie,apart/' When Jesus heard what? What was it that compelled him to leave

rms teaching and to go offinto seclusion?

; ^ , Those questions are clearly answered in the first part of the chapter. There
; .we discover that Herod had just had John the Baptist beheaded, and that When

Herod heardabout Jesus he said to his servants, "This is John the Baptist, he has
been raised from the dead ...." In sorrow over his cousin's death, concerned lest
he, himself, should be arrested before hehad had time to train his disciples, and

.7 probably fatigued by the crowds that had flocked to him for healing, Jesus got into
^ boat with his disciples and sailed across the Sea of Galilee to seek seclusion on

; the othei* side. ^ r/•.-. • .•<:•;•

Imagine how you would have felt if you had been Jesus and when you
finally reached the other side of the lake you found, not the seclusion you so
desperately needed, but more crowds clamoring for help. Many of us can probably
remember times when we were worn out and had just settled down in our favorite
chair to get some much needed rest when one of our children began to pester us to
do something. As much as we loved them, perhaps we lost our temper and spoke








